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B A C K G R O U N D  

On April 19, 2022, the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine approved the Resolution
“Some issues concerning the use of funds
received on official accounts for donations
to support Ukraine,” which provides for
the establishment of official accounts for
donations supporting Ukraine “United24.” 

The initial version of the resolution
provided for 4 accounts:

1) a special account for collecting
donations for the support of the Armed
Forces (Ministry of Defense);

2) account “Destroyed Property and
Infrastructure Restoration Fund” (Ministry
of Infrastructure and Ministry of Regional
Development);

3) an account for humanitarian aid to
Ukrainians affected by Russian aggression
(Ministry of Social Policy);

4) an account for health care needs
(MoH). 

The first three accounts started
accumulating funds back in March 2022,
but they did not comprise a unified
system.

defense and defusing landmines;
medical aid;
rebuilding Ukraine.

Subsequently, changes were made to the
resolution and 4 more accounts were set
up additionally:

1) an account for countering information
threats from the aggressor state, cyber
protection, restoration, and development
of Ukraine’s digital infrastructure (Ministry
of Digital Transformation); 

2) an account for education and science
needs (Ministry of Education and Science); 

 3) account for meeting the needs of
culture, arts, creative industries,
protection and preservation of cultural
heritage, cultural values, support of media
(Ministry of Culture and Information
Policy); 

4) an account for physical culture and
sports needs (Ministry of Youth and
Sports).

It is envisioned that the funds received on
the specified accounts should be used by
the ministries according to separately
approved procedures (1 account for each
Ministry). None of the procedures were
made public for discussion at the draft
stage. As part of this study, 6 procedures
available in public access were analyzed
to prepare conclusions of the public anti-
corruption examination, which can be
found in the appendix.
 
 In addition, on May 5, 2022, on the
initiative of the President of Ukraine, the
fundraising platform United24 was
established, which is designed to become
the main source for raising funds for the
benefit of Ukraine. Currently, there are
three main focus areas for fundraising on
the platform:

BACKGROUND 04

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/472-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/gromadskosti/fondi-vidnovlennya-ukrayini
https://u24.gov.ua/uk
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As of August 23, 2022, a total of USD
174,288,842 had been collected. Reporting
on the use and allocation of funds is
updated every week, but it is presented in
a generalized form — only a table with the
name, quantity, and cost of the purchased
equipment and tools, without details (for
example, from whom the purchases were
made, who received the equipment and
tools, supporting documents, etc.).

Regarding the other 5 official United24
accounts to support Ukraine, there is no
relevant information as of August 23,
though according to clause 6 of the
Procedure for the Use of Official Accounts
for Charitable Donations to Support
Ukraine United24, approved by the
Cabinet Resolution No. 472 of April 19,
2022, the Ministry of Digital
Transformation summarizes information
filed under clause 5 of this Procedure and
publishes the relevant information on the
Unified State Portal for Collecting
Donations to Support Ukraine “United24.”

It has also been announced that the
consulting and audit firm Deloitte
Ukraine, part of the global Deloitte
network, is joining the United24 platform.
One of the world leaders in the field,
which is part of the “big four” audit firms,
will check the consolidated report of all
ministries on a quarterly basis. However,
as of August 23, 2022, there is no publicly
available information on the results of
such an audit.
            
On May 17, 2022, the Decree of the
President of Ukraine No. 344/2022
“Regarding Urgent Measures on Uniting
Efforts to Support Ukraine” supported the
initiative to establish the national UNITED
24 brand to unite efforts of international
partners, donors, philanthropists on
supporting Ukraine in the protection of its
independence, territorial integrity and
sovereignty, as well as its post-war
restoration.

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/472-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://www.president.gov.ua/news/prezident-ogolosiv-pro-zapusk-united24-globalnoyi-iniciativi-74789
https://www.president.gov.ua/documents/3442022-42561
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O V E R V I E W  O F  T H E
U S E  O F  U N I T E D 2 4
F U N D S

According to the Cabinet Resolution of
19.04.2022 No. 472 “Some issues of the use
of funds received on official accounts for
donations to support Ukraine (hereinafter
— Resolution No. 472), the NBU opened
special accounts to satisfy needs in
specific vectors, which are official
accounts for charitable donations to
Ukraine under the United24 brand.

To implement the provisions of Resolution
No. 472, Procedures for the use of funds
from the accounts have been developed.
According to the majority of such
Procedures, the distribution, and
allocation of funds are assigned to
Commissions, which have to make
collegial decisions vis-à-vis funding
applications. They mostly contain
requirements on the publication of
minutes of their meetings (with reports
on decisions made) on the official ministry
websites.

The recipients of these funds are central
bodies of executive power and other
government agencies; oblast and Kyiv city
military administrations or oblast and Kyiv
city state administrations; rayon military
administrations, and executive bodies of
village, town, city councils.

 On the other hand, some Procedures
define recipients as enterprises,
institutions, organizations, regardless of
the form of ownership, charitable
organizations and civil society
organizations, as well as state enterprises
subordinate to the designated ministry. 

In most cases, the Procedures contain
priority directions for the allocation of
funds, which are aimed at prompt
reconstruction and restoration of critical
infrastructure and meeting citizens’
immediate needs. At the same time, there
are cases of possible allocation of funds to
further support and development of the
respective sector, for example, the
development and implementation of e-
registers, other software to support the
media, support to book publishing and
promotion of Ukrainian literature
worldwide; support of projects in the field
of religions and ethnic policy to resist the
Russian aggression, assessment of its
consequences and their elimination
(according to the Procedure for the use of
funds from the account for the needs of
culture, arts, creative industries,
protection, and preservation of cultural
heritage, cultural values, support to
media, approved by Cabinet Resolution
No. 616 of May 17, 2022).

After the designated Commission makes
the decision on supporting funding of a
certain application, the funds are
transferred to recipients’ accounts by the
designated ministry.

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/472-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/616-2022-%D0%BF#Text
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C O R R U P T I O N
R I S K S  O F
P R O C E D U R E S  F O R
T H E  U S E  O F  T H E
U N I T E D 2 4  F U N D S

Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine of 19.04.2022 No. 472 “Some
issues concerning the use of funds
received on official accounts for
donations to support Ukraine”;
Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine of 26.04.2022 No. 491 “Some
issues concerning the use of funds
from the account to meet the needs of
health care”;
Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine of 07.03.2022 No. 220
“Issues of providing humanitarian and
other aid to civilian population during
martial law in Ukraine”;
Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine of 01.07.2022 No. 751 “On
approval of the Procedure for the use
of funds from the account of the
Ministry of Digital Transformation to
ensure counteraction to information
threats on behalf of the aggressor
state, cybersecurity, restoration, and
development of the state’s digital
infrastructure”;
Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine of 17.05.2022 No. 616 “On
approval of amendments to Cabinet
Resolution of 19 April 2022 No. 472 and
approval of the Procedure for the use
of funds from the account for meeting
the needs of culture, arts, creative
industries, protection, and
preservation of cultural heritage,
cultural values, support of media”;
Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine of 07.06.2022 No. 655 “On
approval of the Procedure for the use
of funds from the account for meeting
the needs of physical culture and
sports and on amendments to Cabinet
Resolution of 19 April 2022 No. 472”;
Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine of 29.07.2022 No. 879 “Some
issues concerning the financing of
works to restore destroyed property
and infrastructure.”

The procedures for the use of UNITED24
funds are defined by the following
regulatory acts:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

In the course of work on this brief, we
have analyzed the aforementioned
regulatory acts and the practice of their
application. We have also carried out anti-
corruption examination whose findings
are available in the appendix. 

Below, we list the main corruption risks
arising in the use of UNITED24 funds.

01
A non-exhaustive list of possible
applications

All the analyzed Procedures contain lists
of possible uses of funds from the special
accounts. However, in some cases the
uses of funds are not clearly defined, the
lists of potential uses are effectively
approved as non-exhaustive, which
invalidates any detailing of expenditure
items. In this situation, funds can be
directed to virtually anything.

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/472-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/491-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/491-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/751-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/616-2022-%D0%BF#n31
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/655-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/879-2022-%D0%BF#n9
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For example, provision 4 on the use of
funds from the account of the Ministry of
Digital Transformation to ensure
counteraction to information threats on
behalf of the aggressor state,
cybersecurity, restoration, and
development of the state’s digital
infrastructure, as approved by Cabinet
Resolution of 01.07.2022 No. 751, states
that the funds are directed, among other
things, towards payment of other
activities (goods, works, and services)
aimed at ensuring continuous operation,
protection, and development of
information infrastructure objects, etc.

Formalizing such non-exhaustive lists of
expenditures and the use of phrasing like
“other measures” or “etc.” enables the
Ministry of Digital Transformation to use
any funds in any way, claiming this will
“contribute to the development of
information infrastructure objects.”

The increased corruption vulnerability of
the informatization sector is also
evidenced by a series of recent scandals
regarding the embezzlement of budget
funds.

The first example is leading managers of
the State Production and Consumer
Service being under suspicion. According
to the Security Service of Ukraine, the
leadership of this structure attempted to
create a subordinate enterprise which
was meant to appropriate illegally over
UAH 650 million allocated to digitization
of the Service from the national budget.

The second example is the suspicion
served to the head of the Kyiv Bureau of
Technical Inventory and the CEO of a
private company for a scheme to
embezzle millions of hryvnias in the
course of digital inventory of real estate in
Kyiv

 . According to the Security Service, the
forensic examination found that the
participants of the scheme had stolen
almost UAH 10 million allocated for
digitization of technical documentation
for real estate.

Therefore, it is essential to ensure
transparent and accountable spending of
funds from the account for clearly defined
items.

In addition, according to Art. 6 of the Law
of Ukraine “On charitable activity and
charitable organizations,” it is clearly
defined that a charitable donation is free-
of-charge transfer of funds, other
property, property rights from the
benefactor to the beneficiaries for the
achievement of specific, predetermined
goals of charitable activity in accordance
with this Law. That is, the spending goals
must be exhaustively defined without any
officials making these decisions at their
discretion and using the loopholes in the
regulatory act to extend the list of
expenditure items.

The same shortcomings were also found
in the similar procedure published by the
Ministry of Social Policy.

650
млн грн

намагалися "освоїти"

керівники

Держпродспоживслужби 

на закупцівлях ПЗ

10
млн грн

підозра керівнику Київського

БТІ за оплату послуг, які

фактично не виконувались 

https://ssu.gov.ua/novyny/sbu-vykryla-masshtabnu-koruptsiinu-skhemu-u-derzhprodspozhyvsluzhbi-pidozru-otrymaly-maizhe-vsi-topkerivnyky-video
https://ssu.gov.ua/novyny/sbu-likviduvala-skhemu-rozkradannia-milioniv-hryven-na-tsyfrovii-inventaryzatsii-stolychnoi-nerukhomosti
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/220-2022-%D0%BF#n12
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protection and preservation of objects
of cultural heritage, cultural values,
inventory, scientific and other
documentation of enterprises,
institutions, and organizations in the
field of culture, educational
institutions in the field of culture;

The procedures for spending recovery
funds approved separately for each
ministry overall operate a system of
prioritization in allocation of funds;
however, there are corruption risks that
arise due to the limited financial
resources and thus inability to satisfy all
applications within the same priority
category at the same time. 

For instance, provision 4 of the Procedure
for the use of funds from the account for
meeting the needs of culture, arts,
creative industries, protection, and
preservation of cultural heritage, cultural
values, support of media,” as approved by
Cabinet Resolution of 17.05.2022 No. 616,
includes 13 sectors for spending. 

Provision 5 of this Procedure also defines
that the priority area of the use of funds is
the protection and preservation of
cultural heritage, cultural values in
accordance with the measures specified
in paragraphs two–four of provision 4 of
the Procedure, namely: 

sheltering objects of cultural heritage,
material and cultural valuables,
enterprises, institutions, and
organizations in the field of culture,
and educational institutions in the
field of culture on site if their
evacuation is impossible;
evacuation of material and cultural
valuables, enterprises, institutions, and
organizations in the field of culture,
and educational institutions in the
field of culture, return (relocation) of
these valuables to the places of their
permanent storage (dislocation),
including payment for transportation
services, purchase of fuel and
packaging.

On the other hand, there is no provision
to define a transparent algorithm for
decision-making concerning specific
cases/objects within the same priority
group.  For instance, if there are three
applications for shelter of cultural
heritage objects, and there are sufficient
funds on the special account to grant only
one of them, there are no mandatory
objective criteria to choose a certain
object of cultural heritage among them. 

Thus, decisions may be made as a result
of obtaining an unlawful benefit from
individuals interested in receiving funds
for the restoration of a specific object. 

Similar shortcomings were found in
procedures for the use of funds published
by the Ministry of Health, Ministry of
Youth and Sports, Ministry of Social Policy,
and Ministry of Digital Transformation.
The same procedure of the Ministry of
Infrastructure has no information on
prioritization of recovery funds allocation
at all, providing unlimited room for
manipulation with deciding the order of
priority. 

02
Formal Prioritization of
Expenditures

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/616-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/616-2022-%D0%BF#n40
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/491-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/655-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/220-2022-%D0%BF#n12
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/751-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/879-2022-%D0%BF#Text
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03
Opaque activity of Commissions
for distribution of funds

None of the analyzed procedures defines
how Commissions deciding on
distribution and allocation of funds are
formed, nor requirements for the
composition of the Commission, for the
members, or for public participation.

For instance, provision 7 of the Procedure
for the use of funds from the account to
meet the needs of health care, approved
by Cabinet Resolution of 26.04.2022 No.
491, proposes to regulate the activity of
the MoH-created Commission — namely,
paragraph two states that members of
the Commission are approved by the
MoH. The head of the Commission is the
Deputy Minister of Health.

However, the Procedure does not contain
criteria and requirements for members of
the Commission, nor does it specify public
access to information about the work of
the Commission. This indicates that the
Commission’s formation is insufficiently
transparent as a process, which, in turn,
may affect whether the distribution of
funds is transparent, and may also
prevent any public control over this. 

The composition of the Commission is
approved by the Order of the Ministry of
Health of Ukraine of 03.05.2022 No. 729. The
Commission includes 13 representatives of
the MoH and 7 representatives of other
organization (the Parliament Committee on
Public Health, Medical Assistance and
Medical Insurance, the Office of the
President of Ukraine, the National Health
Service of Ukraine, the Ministry of Digital
Transformation, UNICEF in Ukraine, the
WHO, the NACP), all with voting rights.
Considering that the decision of the
Commission is taken by the majority of
those present at the meeting, and 65% of
the commission with the right to vote are
representatives of the Ministry of Health,
who are in the hierarchical structure of
subordination, the Commission is
effectively formed in a way that makes it
possible to ensure the adoption of decisions
promoted by high-ranking officials of the
ministry, disregarding the opinions of other
Commission members. 

All the analyzed procedures have similar
shortcomings, and the procedure for the
Ministry of Youth and Sports does not even
contain requirements on the distribution of
funds by the Commission, thus basically
allowing single-handed distribution of
funds.

Possible formation of politically
dependent Commissions 

Lack of defined procedures for
Commissions’ work

After the analysis of six Procedures, it
was found that none of these Procedures
contains provisions regulating the issue
of the Commission's rules of procedure
(or their further approval at the level of
orders). 

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/491-2022-%D0%BF#Text
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/655-2022-%D0%BF#Text
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The procedures contain no requirements
for mandatory publication of the meeting
agenda in advance, for media and public
access, online broadcasts, settling conflict
of interest in consideration of
applications, etc.

In this situation, the work of commissions
is opaque, which aggravates the risk of
corruption or corruption-related violations
in the allocation of funds and effectively
renders public control over decision-
making impossible.

According to the reports published on the
website of the Ministry of Social Policy,
there is refusal of funding on the grounds
of “no thorough calculations provided.” 
 
Second, not all Procedures specify a
deadline for the Commission to make a
decision, which makes the application
review process unclear, leads to delays of
the process or unsystematic approach in
responding to applications.

No criteria and grounds for
refusal of funding, and no
deadlines for decision-making 

 In the absolute majority of the
Procedures, there are no established
grounds for refusing to provide financing
for a particular application. 

Combined with the excessive discretion of
Commissions, this circumstances create
corruption risks, which may result in some
objects (facilitated by illegal benefits
provided to officials) will receive funding
quickly and without any remarks
concerning the application content and
format, and others will be receiving
feedback on constant need to improve
paperwork in order to “encourage” the
authors of such applications to “make a
deal” with officials and accelerate
financing. 

04
No specified deadlines for
transfer of funds to recipients

The absolute majority of the procedures
under study contain no deadlines for the
transfer of funds to their recipients

For example, provision 9 of the Procedure
for the use of funds from the account of
the Ministry of Digital Transformation to
ensure counteraction to information
threats on behalf of the aggressor state,
cybersecurity, restoration, and
development of the state’s digital
infrastructure, as approved by Cabinet
Resolution of 01.07.2022 No. 751, states
that the Commission decisions on the
allocation of funds constitute a ground for
transfer of funds from the Ministry’s
account by the Ministry the accounts of
the recipients. However, there is no
deadline for such transfer specified.

https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
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This is a corruption risk because it may be
used to influence specific recipients of
funds (for example, force them to choose
specific contractors or engage in other
forms of undue influence). 

An illustrative example of a similar
situation when the deadlines for transfer
of funds was not specified is the Directive
by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of
03.05.2022 No. 349-r “On allocation of
funds from the backup fund of the state
budget for financial support of the
municipal enterprise Mykolaivvodokanal,”
which allocated UAH 56 million to the
municipal enterprise to set up water
outtake from Artesian wells, as well as to
carry out other measures required to
restore centralized water supply. 

At the same time, according to Mykolaiv
mayor, the funds were not on the
accounts yet as late as July 28, 2022
(almost 3 months since the decision to
transfer them was made) — yet, law
enforcement agencies already started a
criminal proceeding on the fact of their
misuse and launched pre-trial
investigation.

05
Reduced possibilities of public
control 

For instance, provision 12 of the Procedure
for the use of funds from the account for
meeting the needs of culture, arts,
creative industries, protection, and
preservation of cultural heritage, cultural
values, support of media, as approved by
Cabinet Resolution of 17.05.2022 No. 616,
stipulates that recipients of funds
organize work on meeting the needs for
physical culture and sports at the expense
of the funds and inform the Ministry of
Youth and Sports no less than once a
week on the use of funds and taking
measures in the areas specified in
provision 4 of this Procedure.However, it
is not required to provide detailed
information to the public.

The procedure does not provide for any
mechanisms of transparent, open
consideration and allocation of funding
for specific objects, no mandatory
reporting, no maintenance of an open
register of applications and their review
status, etc.

Currently, information on the number of
submitted applications and the funds
necessary to grant them, as well as
information on the decisions already
made, is not available. Not even
information about the amount of funds
collected has been made public.

Similar shortcomings were found in
procedures for the use of funds published
by the Ministry of Health, Ministry of
Youth and Sports, Ministry of Social Policy,
and Ministry of Digital Transformation. 

Only the Ministry of Social Policy has
started the practice of publishing
information about the applications
received and the results of their
consideration by the Commission.
However, this practice ended in April this
year. 

The analysis also found that procedures
for distribution of recovery funds do not
stipulate mandatory registers (lists) of
submitted applications for funding. Under
such conditions, applicants cannot track
the status of their applications, and the
public will be deprived of tools to monitor
this process. 

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/349-2022-%D1%80#Text
https://suspilne.media/265417-56-mln-grn-vid-kabminu-na-vodopostacanna-mera-mikolaeva-senkevica-viklikali-na-dopit/
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja
https://moz.gov.ua/article/ministry-mandates/nakaz-moz-ukraini-vid-03052022--729-pro-dejaki-pitannja-rozpodilu-koshtiv-z-rahunka-dlja-zadovolennja-potreb--ohoroni-zdorov%e2%80%99ja


In order to increase the level of transparency and accountability of the
spending of funds received on official accounts for donations in support
of Ukraine, and to minimize the corruption risks of this process, we
recommend making the following changes to the procedures:

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

Define an exhaustive list of possible
uses of funds 

The list of expenditure items must be clear and exhaustive,
without phrases like “other activities,” “other goods,” “etc.” It
must also exclude any possibility of using funds for
purposes not included in the procedure of the use of funds.

Establish a transparent algorithm for
decision-making to select specific cases

for funding within the same group of
funding 

Procedures must include clear criteria to form a ranking of
objects or activities within a priority field, which will be
funded from a certain account, and transparent rules for the
formation of such lists (for instance, a certain number of
points under every criterion, which must be awarded by
every member of the Commission). In addition, procedures
with several priority purposes should include an algorithm
to define the order of funding of applications under these
purposes.
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Determine the formation procedure of
Commissions for distribution of funds

Procedures should contain transparent rules for the
formation of Commissions for the distribution of funds.
There has to be a clear list of requirements and criteria for
Commission members, e.g., considering relevant education,
business standing, experience in the field, etc. 

To ensure real, not fictitious, decision-making collegiality
and the ability to take into account the interests of various
stakeholders, employees of ministries or institutions
subordinate to them should make up less than 50% of the
commission, and representatives of Ukrainian NGOs should
participate in the decision-making as well based on a
minimum quota. 

 Define the Commissions’ rules of
procedure

The procedures must contain requirements for mandatory
publication of the meeting agenda in advance, access to
documents which serve as the basis for decision-making, to
the schedule of meetings, access of media and the public to
the meetings, organizing openly accessible online
broadcasts of meetings, settling conflict of interest in
consideration of applications, the rules and obligations of
Commission members.

 CONCLUSIONS 14



The procedures must contain an exhaustive list of grounds
to refuse funding, such as absence of funds, submission of
an incomplete list of documents (with an exhaustive list of
these documents), inconsistency of the application with the
envisioned purposes of funding, wrong subject of
application.

In addition, all procedures have to establish the deadline for
consideration of the application, during which a decision on
allocation of funding or refusal must be made.

The procedures must contain clear deadlines for the
transfer of funds to their recipients based on the decision of
the respective Commission.
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 Establish a clear list of grounds and
deadlines for making a decision to

refuse funding

Specify deadlines for transfer of funds
to recipients

Provide for mandatory publication of
detailed information on submitted

applications and reports on the use of
funds

The procedures must contain requirements for the
mandatory publication of lists of submitted applications,
information on their status, and reports on the use of funds.

 CONCLUSIONS 15



Summary:
The Resolution of the approved the Procedure for the Use of Account Funds to Meet
the Needs of Physical Culture and Sports (hereinafter Procedure) which contains
significant shortcomings, which may contribute to risks of non-transparent use and
allocation of funds.
 
For reference:
The account to meet the needs of physical culture and sports is an official account for
charitable contributions towards Ukraine as part of the United24 platform, stipulated
by the Cabinet Resolution of 19.04.2022 No. 472 “Some issues concerning the use of
funds received on official accounts for donations to support Ukraine.”
 The details of the account are published on the website of the Ministry of Youth and
Sports here. 
The donation option is not implemented through the United24 fundraising platform
created on the initiative of the President of Ukraine.

Information on the amount of funds raised and their use is not available either on the
Ministry website, or on the United24 platform, although under provision 6 of Cabinet
Resolution No. 472 of April 19, 2022 “Some issues concerning the use of funds received
on official accounts for donations to support Ukraine,” the Ministry of Digital
Transformation summarizes information filed under clause 5 of this Procedure and
publishes the relevant information on the Unified State Portal for Collecting
Donations to Support Ukraine “United24.”

 A P P E N D I X

 APPENDIX
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the Commission’s formation procedure; 
the number of representatives of the Ministry and its subordinate institutions
should constitute less than 50% of the Commission, which will make it impossible
for high-ranking officials to ensure that the decisions they need are made without
regard for the opinion of independent members of the Commission who are not
part of the hierarchical structure of subordination. 
mandatory public participation in the work of the Commission with a defined
procedure of their selection, e.g., by establishing a sufficient period to file an
application to be part of the Commission, envisioning selection criteria (e.g.,
priority is given to those with more experience in the field, more implemented
projects, a broad network of members, those whose main activity is corruption
prevention, etc.).  

The insufficient amount of funds, which probably will not be enough to restore all
objects, and the ever-increasing number of destroyed objects indicate corruption
vulnerability of this sector due to the limited financial resource and limited access of
administrators of such objects to these resources.

 Corruption-causing factors
 1. Unreasonableness of the introduction or exercise of discretionary powers

 1.1. No rule of the Procedure defines which of the Ministry officials makes the decision
on providing funding for a certain application: the Minister, the Deputy Minister, the
head of the department, a specially created commission, etc. 
 The Procedure effectively enables one-person allocation of funds, rather than collegial
decision-making. In such circumstances, there is a potential for abuse of power by
officials by receiving illegal benefits from representatives of certain objects to
encourage providing them with funding.

Taking into account the above, we recommend that a special commission be created
to review applications and make decisions, and determine:

 
1.2. According to provision 5 of the Procedure, funds from the account are allocated
based on the following order of priority: national and municipal property designed for
recreation damaged as a result of hostilities; private property designed for recreation
damaged as a result of hostilities; national and municipal property designed for
physical development; private property designed for physical development. Priority
objects among objects of recreation and development are physical culture and sports
institutions with a status of Olympic, Paralympic and Deaflympic training bases, as
approved by Cabinet of Ministers Resolution of January 18, 2006, No. 30 “On approval
of the Procedure for granting an institution of physical culture and sports the status of
an Olympic, Paralympic and Deaflympic training base, and the list of institutions that
have been granted this status.”

On the other hand, there is no provision to define a transparent algorithm for
decision-making concerning specific objects within the same priority group.  
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For instance, if there are three applications for restoration of public property objects,
and there are sufficient funds on the special account to grant only one of them, there
are no mandatory objective criteria to choose a certain object for restoration (for
example, availability of other sports infrastructure in the community which can be
used by the residents, the number of users, the strategic importance of the institution,
etc.). 

Thus, decisions may be made as a result of obtaining an unlawful benefit from
individuals interested in receiving funds for the restoration of a specific object.
Considering the fact that the current Procedure enables one-person selection of
objects and allocation of funds, the indicated corruption risks are even greater.

With regard to the above, we recommend stipulating clear criteria to form a ranking
of objects and the way these criteria are used (e.g., a certain number of points for each
criterion to be awarded by each Commission member), and a mechanism to define
the order of financing for specific purposes.
 
1.3. Provision 9 of the Procedure stipulates that following the consideration of
proposals by the Ministry of Youth and Sports within a period not exceeding 10
working days since the day of their receipt, the Ministry shall inform the applying
recipient of the funds on the decision made.

This provision seems to indicate that the Ministry of Youth and Sports can decide to
grant funding based on the application or deny it. 

However, no provision of the Procedure provides grounds for refusal to provide
financing based on the submitted application.

Combined with the excessive discretion, this circumstances create corruption risks,
which may result in some objects (facilitated by illegal benefits provided to officials)
will receive funding quickly and without any remarks concerning the application
content and format, and others will be receiving feedback on constant need to
improve paperwork in order to “encourage” the authors of such applications to “make
a deal” with officials and accelerate financing. 

It is thus recommended to envision an exhaustive list of circumstances which may
result in the Ministry refusing to grand funding for an application following its review
(e.g., absence of funds, submission of an incomplete set of documents (with a
specified list of such documents), inconsistency of the application with the envisioned
purposes of financing, wrong subject of application).
 
1.4. Under provisions 9 and 10 of the Procedure, following the consideration of
proposals by the Ministry of Youth and Sports within a period not exceeding 10
working days since the day of their receipt, the Ministry shall inform the applying
recipient of the funds on the decision made. Based on the adopted decision on the
allocation of funds, the Ministry of Youth and Sports transfers funds from the Ministry’s
account opened in the National Bank to the accounts of the recipients.
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the Commission’s rules of procedure which must contain the description of the
work process, rights and obligations of Commission members, requirements for
mandatory publication of the meeting agenda in advance, access to documents
which serve as the basis for decision-making, access of media and the public to the
meetings, openly accessible online broadcasts of meetings, publication of
Commission’s minutes;
the procedure for settling the conflict of interests during the consideration of
applications.

However, the Procedure does not envision the deadlines for this transfer, which is a
corruption risk because it may be used to influence specific recipients of funds (for
example, force them to choose specific contractors or engage in other forms of undue
influence). 

An illustrative example of a similar situation when the deadlines for transfer of funds
was not specified is the Directive by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 03.05.2022
No. 349-r “On allocation of funds from the backup fund of the state budget for
financial support of the municipal enterprise Mykolaivvodokanal,” which allocated
UAH 56 million to the municipal enterprise to set up water outtake from Artesian
wells, as well as to carry out other measures required to restore centralized water
supply. At the same time, according to Mykolaiv mayor, the funds were not on the
accounts yet as late as July 28, 2022 (almost 3 months since the decision to transfer
them was made) — yet, law enforcement agencies already started a criminal
proceeding on the fact of their misuse and launched pre-trial investigation.
 Taking into account the above, we recommend providing a period during which the
allocated funds should be transferred to the recipients.
 
2. Non-compliance with the principle of transparency and openness in the activities
of the subject of legal enforcement
 
2.1. The procedure does not contain provisions regulating the application review
procedure, public participation, and settlement of conflict of interest in decision-
making concerning financing. These circumstances enable adoption of rules of
procedure with an opaque decision-making procedure, which aggravates corruption
risks.

It is therefore recommended to define procedural issues for the acceptance and
consideration of funding applications in the Procedure. This should include:

 
2.2. The procedure does not provide for any mechanisms of transparent, open
consideration and allocation of funding for specific objects, no mandatory reporting,
no maintenance of an open register of applications and their review status, etc.
Currently, information on the number of submitted applications and the funds
necessary to grant them, as well as information on the decisions already made, is not
available. Not even information about the amount of funds collected has been made
public. Under such circumstances, the above-explained corruption risks have a
greater chance to come into play, because the public and the applicants themselves
will have limited information, while officials may use it and consider applications they
consider “beneficial” for themselves first. 
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maintaining a list of submitted applications and their review status, and
publication of this register on the Ministry's website;
publication of reports on the use of funds for each selected object or activity.

Taking into account the above, it is recommended to provide mechanisms of
openness and transparency at all stages of submission and consideration of
applications, in particular:

 
2.3. The procedure does not provide for any mechanisms of transparent, open
consideration and allocation of funding for specific objects, no mandatory reporting,
no maintenance of an open register of applications and their review status, etc. 
 Currently, information on the number of submitted applications and the funds
necessary to grant them, as well as information on the decisions already made, is not
available. Not even information about the amount of funds collected has been made
public.

Provision 12, paragraph 3 of the Procedure stipulates that recipients of funds organize
work on meeting the needs for physical culture and sports at the expense of the funds
and inform the Ministry of Youth and Sports no less than once a week on the use of
funds and taking measures in the areas specified in provision 4 of this Procedure.
However, it is not required to provide detailed information to the public.

The Ministry of Youth and Sports is under no obligation to publish such reports later.
Under provision 5 of the Procedure for the use of funds received on official accounts
for donations to support Ukraine “United 24” as approved by Cabinet Resolution of
19.04.2022 No. 472 (hereinafter — United24 Procedure), information on the use of
funds from official accounts is submitted by the Ministry of Youth and Sports to the
Ministry of Digital Transformation no less than once a week. However, provision 6 of
the United24 Procedure stipulates that the Ministry of Digital Transformation has to
summarize and publish information on the Unified State Portal for Collecting
Donations to Support Ukraine “United24.” Nevertheless, the deadlines for publication
are not set, which makes it impossible to rapidly define and track the purposes on
which the funding was spent and the amounts allocated. 

Thus, we recommend providing for mandatory regular (at least once per two weeks)
publication of detailed reports on the use of funds on the Ministry website, which
must include a detailed list of purchased goods and services, their cost, distribution to
specific recipients and specific institutions with the date of their receipt, as well as
information on rejected proposals.

Other remarks

1. Provision 13 of the Procedure (a by-law by nature) stipulates that for the period of
activities aimed satisfying the needs of physical culture and sports, the requirements
for receipt, use, accounting of, and reporting on, charitable assistance from natural
and legal persons, both residents and non-residents, do not apply to the recipients of
funds specified by provision 6 of this Procedure. 
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This directly contradicts the provisions of a Law, which is a higher legal standard. By
legal force, regulations can be laws, i.e., contained in the text of a law, and bylaws,
which are of inferior legal force and are adopted by public agencies based on, and in
line with, laws, in order to implement them (e.g., provisions of a Cabinet Resolution).
All laws have a higher legal force, which is manifested in the fact that no one, except
for the legislative body of power, i.e., the Parliament of Ukraine, can adopt and change
laws or abolish them. 

In addition, if there is no need to report on receipt, use, and accounting of charitable
assistance, the level of  transparency is reduced, while the risk of non-targeted use of
funds grows, which will contribute to corruption risks and manipulations by recipients
of assistance, both during martial law and after its cancellation or termination. What is
more, due to Russia’s full-scale invasion into Ukraine, certain exceptions from regular
provisions of laws have already been approved to accelerate decision-making, even at
the level of bylaws. But such exceptions stipulate that they are only in effect for the
duration of martial law. The Procedure, on the other hand, contains no such
restriction. 

Therefore, it is recommended to exclude the specified provision.
 
2. Provision 14 of the Procedure stipulates that managers of funding recipients and
managers of recreation and development facilities exercise control and bear personal
responsibility in accordance with legislation for the authenticity of submitted
documents and the intended use of funds. 
 However, these provisions have an inconsistency with standards set forth by the
Constitution, namely Article 92, which says that the basics of civil liability, criminal
violations, administrative or disciplinary violations, and their legal consequences are
determined solely by laws of Ukraine.

In addition, neither provision 14 nor the Procedure as a whole defines what is
considered authentic information and what is not. 

Considering the above, it is recommended to make edits to the aforementioned
provision and to indicate that the extent of responsibility can only be determined by
laws, not legislation (the terms should be interpreted in line with the decision of the
Constitutional Court of Ukraine in the case on application of Kyiv City Council of Trade
Unions on the official interpretation of Labor Code of Ukraine, Art. 21, part 3 (case on
the interpretation of the term “legislation”)).
 
Conclusion:

The resolution contains corruption risks, which we recommend eliminating by
introducing changes as proposed in the document.
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